Across
1 Grey-haired doctor slapped parent (4-3-6)
8 Fictional bear's revolutionary band (4)
9 Ultimately, Pinot Noir winerack broken in accident (10)
10 Playful, beginning to go for the eyes (6)
11 Anchor in ocean/opening of Scottish river (8)
12 Before day, everyone in drag is wrecked (8)
14 On the radio, for example, Fanning Derek's body part (5)
15 Average fermented sandwiches being relished (8)
17 Meet and walk leisurely around Sussex regularly (8)
19 About to get into tub with trifle (6)
23 Penny busy re-reading The Double (4,6)
25 Broadcast that man's song (4)
26 King Charles ultimately following secret code, picks up set of blades (7,6)

Down
1 Some antipasto I cooked is cool (5)
2 Canary and holy man circling friend (2,5)
3 Great wolf running in twilight (9)
4 Dvorak oddly appearing in movie (1.1.1)
5 Drunken nuisance concealing boredom (5)
6 Reading in South American country and southern Alabama (7)
7 Drunk sounding fish in quad (9)
8 Jellyfish in sea, rough sea around western part of UK (7)
13 Resolve to play record and spend too long out (9)
14 Be right around, around 4, Mother (4,5)
16 20 briefly keeping close to go unnoticed (5,2)
18 Rather strangely beneath Union Canal (7)
20 Oddly, Bill, Ian and I get a pancake (5)
22 By minute second year? (5)
24 Suppress quip (3)